Research about using Syrian Government for more than 131 long-range surface to surface missiles in shelling Syrian Governorates

Context:
• Introduction
• Details
• Legal conclusions and recommendations

Introduction:
Does anyone in Syria, except Syrian Government’s Armed Forces, have long-range surface to surface missile??
In Iraq: United State of America considered Scud missiles as mass destruction weapons
In Syria we didn’t hear appropriate international condemnation about using deliberately and intentionally this kind of weapons by Syrian Government, which considered by General Commander of the Syrian Army Bashar Al-Assad as a green light
Initially, they started to use scud missile on a free zone to test the reaction of the international community, and when they found weak and shameful reaction from international community and Security Council, that should maintain security and civil peace, they started to expand the use of Scud missile and shelled residential neighborhood to delete it from the world map.

Syrian Government monitors cautiously international community’s reaction and then acts accordingly
At the beginning, live ammunition, then tanks, heavy artillery, then started to use helicopter and the international community’s silence continued, then warplanes, missiles, random TNT, and the international community’s silence continued !!, then Scud missile, and the international community still silence and unable to override Russia and China Vito, although it done many times before.
Report:

Summary:

According to Syrian Network for Human Right’s criteria, and in addition to the pursuit and comprehensive ban on all human rights organization in Syria, SNHR documented at least 131 long-range surface to surface missiles have been used in shelling by Syrian Governorates Armed Forces (documented by photo, video, time and place)

Our expectations in addition to a study conducted by Qalamun media centre indicate that the real numbers are much more than that.

Scud missiles cause to kill 257 victims, all civilians, including 84 children and 54 women, and almost 1000 injuries

The following attachment shows file with victim’s name, time and place.

Number of victim victims cause of missiles in general (long and short range) are 883 victims, all civilians including 307 children and 249 women that mean number of women and children are more than 60%.

Following attached has all details name, date, time, photo and video:

In addition to the material damages in structures, buildings, infrastructures, which estimated by SNHR with the cost of almost 3 billion US$

Distribution of Scud missiles targeted according to Syrian provinces:

Aleppo governorate: targeted with 70 missiles led to 214 victims and more than 580 injuries

Raqqa governorate: targeted with 10 missiles led to 14 victims and more than 92 injuries

Idlib governorate: targeted with 19 missiles led to 3 victims and more than 29 injuries

Deir ez-Zur governorate: targeted with 15 missiles led to 3 injuries

Damascus countryside governorate: targeted with 11 missiles led to 23 victims and more than 103 injuries

Hama governorate: targeted with 5 missiles led to 3 victims and more than 23 injuries

Homs governorate: have been targeted with unlimited number of long-rang surface to surface Scud missiles in Al-Qusayr area and the old city of Homs, and led to large number of victims and injuries, we were unable to prepare detailed report on this area cause of the siege imposed and cut off communication, in addition to the ban of all human rights organizations all around the world.

Major platforms owned by the Syrian regime to launch ballistic missiles:

• Al-Qutayfah of Damascus countryside
• Al-Sbeneiah of Aleppo
• Other platforms in Hama countryside

Brigade 155 located in the southern part of Qalamon area in the southern countryside of Damascus, his leader brigadier Ghassan Ahmad Ghannam, his deputy brigadier Namir Mahiob and chief of staff is general Issa Mansour
It has almost 800 long-rang surface to surface missile, some of equipped with chemical warhead

We didn’t document any use of Scud missile in 2011 and 2012. Government’s Troops started to use this kind of missiles in the beginning of 2013, in 3/1/2013 first scud missile was documented from brigade 155 in ALqalmoon and targeted Shalakh village of Idlib governorate, it just cause material damages.

The following appendix explain monitoring, and documenting with news, photo and video to the time of scud missiles launching, prepared by Syrian Media Center in Qalamon (SMC), who send to us many photos and videos that films launching of long-range missiles towards Syrian Governorates.

At least 154 long-range missile launching have been monitored, we also could document 130 as mentioned before, where we could have photos, videos and resident’s accounts, the rest cases are not documented according to SNHR’s criteria, and make it difficult the100% ban imposed by Syrian Government for all human rights international organizations in the world.

All the details you can find of the following link

Details and appendixes according to governorates:

First: Aleppo governorate:
The highest governorate at all that have been targeted by Government troops with 70 lon-range missile, led to kill 214 victims, all civilians and at least 570 injuries.

Note: figures mentioned before date and time indicates to number of launched missiles

1- Tuesday 22/1/2013 Scud missile launched on Dier Hafer of Aleppo countryside, fell in agricultural land and cause a big hole, didn’t document any injuries.

2- Wednesday down 23/1/2012. Second scud missile targeted north countryside of Aleppo city, exactly 10 km far from Safira city, no injuries documented, only material damages cause if fell on agricultural land and cause a big hole.

3-4 Thursday 24/1/2013, the countryside targeted with two missiles

The first long-range surface to surface missile targeted Kaljben village of Ia’zaz in the norh countryside, led to 13 victims, including 3 children, 5 ladies, 20 injuries and material damages.
Recovered bodies under destructions

The second missile targeted Abo Taltal of Bab city in eastern countryside, led to 9 victims from the same family including 1 lady, 4 children, 10 injuries, it also led to collapse two houses entirely

Videos documented the incident

Videos show destructions:
Videos show victims and recovering bodies under destructions

5-6 Thursday 14/2/2013, government forces shelled two missiles one of them targeted Dar Iaza city, and the other targeted Dier Hafer city, we have proved through inquiries that the first one have been launched form brigade 576 in Nasria area in Damascus countryside, it led only to material damages cause it fell in agricultural land and cause huge hall

7-8-9-10 Friday 15/2/2013: Four Scud missiles in one day
All have been launched from brigade 155 in Al-Qutayfah, where the first missile targeted Bayanon town, at the time of Friday prayer, but luckily didn’t explode
Other three missiles fell in the eastern and north countryside in uninhabited agricultural areas, cause only material damages.
We notice that government forces didn’t started to shell residential areas directly, they graded in using scud missile while they were monitoring the reaction of the international community for one month, and then they start targeting residential neighborhood.

11-12-13 Saturday 16/2/2013, government forces launched 3 missiles:
The first one targeted Shanhasa village of Deir Hafer, it fell in a middle of a farm, led to big material damages:
Video shows the incident.
The Second targeted area known as Badro mount, no human injuries, just material damages and big destruction in the neighborhood
Videos show the incident:

Photo shows the incident:
Resident account about the incident:

Third Scud missile targeted Hanano housing neighborhood of Aleppo, led to 8 injuries according to residents’ accounts for SNHR, didn’t document any victim, in additional to material damages.
Videos of the incidents:

http://youtu.be/M5rQ_NXhjHw
http://youtu.be/msieUIUzEJM
Injuries fell cause of Scud, and transported to the field hospital

It looks that the three missiles have been launched from brigade 155 in Al-Qutayfah of Damascus countryside.

Video shows launching one of the scud missile from brigade 155 towards north.

Another video shows another missile

Scud missile in the sky of Nabk city towards the Syrian North, video have been filmed by activist in AL-Nabk city

Two scud missiles have been monitored in the sky of Yabroud city, approximately 3.00 pm towards the Syrian North.

14: Sunday 17/2/2013:
Scud missile fell 500m east of Radwaniah area of Saphira city; it was almost 4am, caused material damages, no injuries, according to our communication with AL-Nabk city that it has been launched from brigade 155.

15-16-17-18-19: Monday 18/2/2013
Five missiles in one day targeted Aleppo governorate, two of them in the down, one in the afternoon, and two in the evening.
First missile targeted in Monday morning Ritan town of Sphira city, led to material damages.
Second missile launched in the early morning too, targeted Taiara village, led to material damages.
Third missile targeted Jarah military airport after the free army controlled it, led to destroy airport runway and helicopter.
Fourth missile targeted residential neighborhood in Tal Rifat city of Aleppo countryside, led to at least 25 injuries, huge material damages, we didn’t document any victim.
Videos show the incidents:

http://youtu.be/zKnZ90WZiC0
http://youtu.be/FeIodSyMgeY
http://youtu.be/QAud9IF9AQU
http://youtu.be/rdbP9ckc8qk
http://youtu.be/PGe1fkcKXHU
http://youtu.be/Qlpzszw7hY4
http://youtu.be/DHiGOjfonuw

Videos of injuries:

http://youtu.be/oWhbcjOLXsk
http://youtu.be/nz8QOp6Xlyc
http://youtu.be/zvvspvzJ90
http://youtu.be/O-bOQuIKQkc
http://youtu.be/nKYSiu2qMho
http://youtu.be/fuQqe_v1XnM

Five missile targeted residential area known as Bidro mount, in the evening, followed by shelling by rocket launchers with another three rockets while they were transferring injuries, it led to a massacre where at least 47 people of the residents have been victim including 7 children, 15 ladies, more than 90 injuries, destroy at least 20 houses and damages 7 big buildings.

Videos of the incident:

http://youtu.be/qUdf5zBg4gk
http://youtu.be/1SjIDLBTFmU
http://youtu.be/pD_3UVGia9A
http://youtu.be/1SjIDLBTFmU
http://youtu.be/Gq935aJ0VvY
http://youtu.be/X8NUDSx4YOo
http://youtu.be/tYdb67kIqNc

Video shows injured child:
The missiles targeted Tal Rifat city and Bidro mount neighborhood of Aleppo in the same time, it shows that the first missile launched from brigade 155, and the other from brigade 576 in Al-Qalamoon of Damascus countryside.

The activist reordered the pass of Scud missile in the sky of Qara city of Damascus countryside towards the Syrian north, also seen in the sky of Al-Nabk in 18/2/2013, and send the video to SNHR 20 Thursday 21/2/2013

Scud missile targeted Andan city at approximately 11:50pm, caused only material damages, no human losses documented.
It has been launched from brigade 155 as filmed and send to SNHR

21-22-23-24-25 Friday 22/2/2013
Three scud missiles close in duration fell on north of Aleppo city in far uninhabited areas, no one could get to film the place where it fell, but we checked by hearing the explosion that checked the north countryside three times, and through communicating with activists in Al-Nabk town, they confirmed launching three missiles from brigade 155 approximately at the same time of the explosion, where it takes less than 10 minutes to arrive.

The four missile targeted Alard Alhamra ( Red Land ) area in Aleppo in Friday evening led to big massacre, where at least 77 citizens have been victim including 40 children, 8 ladies documented by full names, videos, photos, accounts of survivals and eyewitnesses, at least 45 injuries and more than 25 houses destroyed.

According to residents’ accounts and videos that we got on SNHR email, it has been launched from brigade 155.
Videos of the incidents:
http://youtu.be/hxqDqq-18RI
http://youtu.be/x-bQ-I7HijfgAE
http://youtu.be/xMe_P2ihbo0

The fifth missile targeted Albab neighborhood of Aleppo in the evening too, led to more than 100 injuries some of them in critical condition, and destroying ten houses, didn’t document any victim.
The missile have been monitored and filmed form brigade 155.
Videos shows mass destruction in the neighborhood:
http://youtu.be/5mWJtUmWKmw
http://youtu.be/G0g4vCSrxFQ
http://youtu.be/EGKK3CAPGGw
Two Scud missiles in the sky of Rankos towards the north:
26: Saturday 23/2/2013
Missile targeted Turkish Syrian border in the morning causing material damages without injuries. Launched from brigade 155.

27-28: Sunday 24/2/2013
The first missile targeted Tal Shgaib causing material damages, didn’t document any injuries.

Scud missile almost 4:22 am in the sky of Misraba in Damascus countryside:
The second missile targeted the area between Iazaz city and Maraa, causing material damages, didn’t document any injuries.
According to Qalamon residents’ accounts, it launched from brigade 155.

29-30-31-32-33: Tuesday 26/2/2013
Two sequences missiles targeted Howr town and fell in agricultural land causing material damages, didn’t document any human injuries.
The third missile targeted the area between Haian town and Bianon, fell in agricultural land causing material damages, and didn’t document any human injuries.
The forth missile targeted the area between Iazaz and Tal Refat, fell in agricultural land causing material damages, and didn’t document any human injuries.
The five missiles targeted the area near Khan Alasal, fell in agricultural land causing material damages, and didn’t document any human injuries.
According to Qalamon residents’ accounts, it launched from brigade 155.

34-35-36: Wednesday 27/2/2013
The first missile targeted Doali Alaneb area of Deir Alasal, fell in agricultural land causing material damages, and didn’t document any human injuries.
The second and third missiles targeted Tal Refat city, fell in the sides causing material damages, and didn’t document any human injuries.
According to Qalamon residents’ accounts, it launched form brigade 155 at almost 8pm.
Scud missile in the sky of Yabroud of Damascus countryside
37-38: Friday 1/3/2013 two scud missiles targeted the eastern countryside
The first missile fell in agricultural lands between AlBab city and Albaza area, causing huge hall, and didn’t document any human injuries.
Video of the incident:
http://youtu.be/5kJrNUHDvW0
http://youtu.be/3-Sf_9eH54k

Brigade 155 launched at 5:23 pm scud missile, it fell after 11 minutes
Video shows smoke came from Scud missile at 5:23 pm
The second missile fell at the eastern entrance of Deir Hafer city almost 20m far from residential houses, led to 10 injuries; destroy 50 houses and 40 shop.

The first missile targeted the western countryside on Khan Alasal between building known as Alatia and Satkob fuel stores, led to material damages in farms, and didn’t document any human injuries.
Video of the incident.

The second missile targeted the eastern countryside: 2 km east of Manbij, led to 1 victim, huge hall, damages 4 cars and few buildings slightly.
Video of the incident:

41: Monday 4/3/2013, Scud missile in the early morning targeted the north countryside on Hrytan city led to huge hall, no injuries documented.
It launched at 2:9 am from brigade 155.

42-43: Tuesday 5/3/2013, two scud missiles targeted the north countryside fell on the sides of on Hrytan city led to huge hall, no injuries documented.
Video of the incident.
They launched form brigade 155
Video shows the missiles in Yabroud sky
Sky missile in Yabroud sky towards Syrian north.

44: Friday 8/3/2013, scud missile targeted the southern countryside fell on the sides of on Deir Hafer city led to huge hall, no injuries documented.
Video of the incident.
Missile launched from brigade 155 at 12:07 am
45-46: Saturday 16/3/2013, Scud missile targeted the western countryside, fell in agricultural lands of Alatareb area; led to destroy some farms, no human injuries documented.

Missile launched from brigade 155 at 10:00 am
In the same day long-range surface to surface missile targeted Alatareb city, fell on the sides of the town, caused hall, no human injuries documented.

Photo of the hall

47: Monday 18/3/2013, Scud missile targeted the western countryside in Alatareb city, fell on the sides of the town, caused hall, no human injuries documented.
Video of the incident:
Video of the hall

It launched from brigade 155, at 7:00 pm.

48-49: Tuesday 19/3/2013
First one: Long-range surface to surface missile targeted Alatareb city, fell on the sides of the town, caused hall, no human injuries documented.
Video of the hall

Second one: Scud missile targeted the north countryside, fell on the agricultural land between Andan and Hritan, and caused material damages in agricultural lands, no human injuries documented.
Video of the incident:
http://youtu.be/P4Q1hw dowH0

Photo shows effects of Scud shelling:
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9Bj18tlYYKBB0xGUEMxZ3dmZTQ/edit?usp=sharing
It launched from brigade 155.

50: Thursday 21/3/2013, Scud missile fell on small Oram town of the western countryside, led to kill 1 child, and 10 injuries, including child with severe injuries.
Video shows destruction:
Video shows recovering body for a child:
It launched from brigade 155 at 9:00 am

First Scud missile targeted the north countryside between Iazaz and Tal Rifat cities led to huge hall, no injuries documented.
**Video** of the incident:

The second missile fell on Tal Rifat sides led to huge hall in agricultural land, no injuries documented.
**Video** of the incident:

53- Friday 29/3/2013, Scud missile targeted the north countryside in Hrytan city, led to horrible massacre, 20 citizens have been killed including 3 ladies, 3 children, and 50 injuries including women and children, some of them were in critical condition, it also cause destruction 5 shops, and damages almost 20 houses consists of two floors.
**Video** of the incidents shows destruction:
**Recovering bodies** and **injuries** under destruction:

It launched from brigade 155 at 2:49pm
**Video** shows launching the missile:

54: Wednesday 17/4/2013, Scud missile targeted the north countryside, on Iazaz city, led to 1 girl child victim, 20 injuries, fell down whole building, and cut off electricity on refugee camp at Turkish border.

Video of the incident:
**Video** shows the killed girl children:
**Video** shows destruction:

It launched at 8:06 pm from brigade 155.
55-56-57-58-59: Saturday 27/4/2013, targeted Aleppo countryside with 5 long-range missiles:
Fist one: Grad missile fell on Sphira city in southern countryside on Aloroba School, led to destroy the school significantly, didn’t document any human injuries.
**Video** shows destruction.
Second missile fell on sides of Iazaz city in north countryside, led to damages in agricultural lands, didn’t document any human injuries. 

**Video** shows effect of shelling.

Photos show destruction:

Third missile targeted Tal Refat city in north countryside, led to 4 victims, including two children, 2 ladies, 15 injuries.

Video of incident:

**Video** shows recovering bodies:

**Video** shows destruction:

**Photos** for girl child **victim**:

Fourth missile long range surface to surface missile targeted Maskan town in north countryside, led to 1 girl child victim, and 2 children injuries.
Five missile long range surface to surface missile targeted Ritan town in north countryside, residents heard the explosion, no injuries documented.

60: Friday 10/5/2013 at 11:00 am, long range surface to surface missile fell on Dar Izza sides in southern countryside, led to material damages in agricultural lands, no injuries documented. The explosion heard even in Rahania city in Turkey.

61: Tuesday 14/5/2013 at 11:00 am, long range surface to surface missile targeted north countryside, fell in Kalbine village of Iazaz city, led to 15 injuries, 5 of them were in critical condition, and caused destruction in lands, two houses were totally destroyed, and one particularly.

62: Wednesday 15/5/2013 at 11:00 am, long range surface to surface missile targeted Haian town of north countryside, led to 20 injuries, two houses were totally destroyed.

Video shows destruction:
Photos show destruction:
63: Wednesday 21/5/2013, long range surface to surface missile targeted north countryside, on sides of Iazaz city near border refugee camps.

Video shows destruction affects:

64: Sunday 2/6/2013, scud missile targeted the north countryside fell in Kafar Hamra town, led to horrible massacre, where 40 residents killed, including 12 children, 11 ladies, and 100 injuries, two buildings were totally destroyed and mass destruction in another two buildings.

Video of the incident:

Victims cause of shelling
Videos show destruction
Injuries in the field hospitals:
Recovering bodies under destruction

Account of a survivor about the incident

Photos show destruction:
Scud missile launched from brigade 155:
65: Tuesday 4/6/2013, long-range surface to surface missile targeted the southern countryside; fell on sides of Sphira town, no injuries documented.

66-67-68 Friday 7/6/2013 targeted the north countryside with three surface to surface missiles. First one fell on the sides of Tal Rifat in agricultural lands, led to a huge hall in agricultural land, no injuries documented.

Second missile fell on the sides of Iazaz city, no injuries documented.
Third missile fell on the sides of Minng military airport, no injuries documented.

69-70: Saturday 8/9/2013, two scud missiles, first one fell on Maara Alartk town in the north countryside, at 11:50 am, led to 15 injuries, no victim documented.

Video of the incident:

Photos show destruction:
It launched from brigade 155.
Second missile fell between Kafar Hamra and Marra Alartk towns in the north countryside of Aleppo at 1:17 pm, led to huge hall and damages in agricultural lands, no human injuries documented. Video of the incident:

It launched from brigade 155 at 1:08pm.
Video shows the missile in the sky of Qutaifah:

Second: Raqqa governorate:
The main concern in this governorate is targeting Euphrates Dam and Baath Dam, where a scud missile fell about 1.5 km far from Al-Baath Dam in Albaroda village on 12/2/2013, the another missile fell on Ayad reserve 10 km south of Euphrates Dam. Its construction led to the creation of Lake Assad, Syria’s largest water reservoir with 80 km long and 8 km width.

Raqqa embraces at least 1.3 million displaced people in addition to nearly half a million of its indigenous population.

Thus destruction of the dam will inundate the city’s buildings until the fourth floor and there will be no time to evacuation the city of its population, because the water will cross the distance between the dam and the city, which almost 50 miles in less than 15 minutes.

Then the Dam water will turn to destroy other cities on the same line, which is Ma’dan and Dier Alzoor, it will take less than 40 minutes to get there, and also Abu Kamal city on the Iraqi Syrian border.

Government’s Troops targeted Raqqa governorate with at least 10 long range surface to surface missiles.

The real number is much more than that, but many of them fell in far agricultural lands so we couldn’t have photo or video documenting the incidents, we only got the news on our email, we couldn’t check according to SNHR criteria.

These missiles led to kill 14 citizens and more than 92 injuries.
Details:
First missile targeted Albaroda village in 12/3/2013, caused material damages in many houses, it led a big hall with 3 m depth, no human injuries, Baroda village far 35 km on Euphrates dam and 20 km on Raqqa, with population almost 10,000 citizens.

Second missile targeted Alsahl village in 13/2/2013, it led a huge hall, no human injuries, and the village is 10 km west of Raqqa city on Euphrates River. Video shows the hall.

Third missile targeted Almaezalia village in 15/2/2013, it led a huge hall and material damages, no human injuries, and the village is 23 km east of Raqqa city. Video of the incident. Video shows the hall:

The fourth missile targeted Almansora village on Euphrates River in 15/2/2013, its population almost 50,000 citizens, it led to material damages, no human injuries.

The fifth missile in 15/2/2013 targeted Albaath industrial lake with 72 km2, it built on Euphrates River.

The Sixth missile targeted Maan city east Alraqqa city in 25/2/2013, its population almost 50,000 citizens, it fell in the center of the city near Abd Almonem Riad School, it kill immediately 14 citizens including 8 children and one lady, at least 85 injuries from residents including children and women, and destroy at least 14 houses. Video shows the destruction Child injured cause of shelling.

The seventh missile in 25/2/2013 targeted western Shridi village on the right bank Euphrates River, it led to material damages cause the exist of groundwater, no human injuries.

The eighth missile in 27/2/2013, targeted south of Ayad reserve (well known for residents), 10 km south of Euphrates Dam, south of Tabaqa city, cause material damages and huge hall, no human injuries,
The ninth long-range surface to surface missile in 7/6/2013, at almost 12:25, targeted Alsahl village west of Raqqa city, caused 7 injuries form the same family, 2 of them was in critical condition.

The tenth long-range surface to surface missile in 8/6/2013, at almost 7:25, targeted Almansora area of western countryside of Raqqa city, caused material damages, no human injuries.

**Third: Idlib Governorate**

Government Forces shelled 19 long-range surface to surface missiles, led to kill 3 citizen, and 29 injuries, in addition to huge material damages.

Idlib: 4/1/2012

Confession for a government forces officer of launching missiles

The first missile targeted Shlkh town of Idlib governorate, it was the first Scud missile launched by Syrian Government in 3/1/2013, caused only material damages.

[Video](#) of the incident.

The second missile targeted Sarja town of Idlib governorate, in 6/1/2013, led at least 4 injuries of residents and material damages.

The third missile fell on the sides of Bileon city of Idlib governorate, in 25/1/2013, led material damages.

The fourth missile targeted Jabal Alzawia, in 29/1/2013, led material damages in agricultural lands and near houses.

The fifth missile targeted Khan Shaikhon city, in 15/2/2013, led to kill 3 citizens including 2 children and at least 25 injuries and mass damages in buildings.

[Video](#) of the incident:

The sixth missile targeted Haish town, in 16/2/2013, led mass damages, killed animals and displaced dozens of residents.

[Video](#) of the incident.
The seventh missile targeted Al-Hbit town, in 18/2/2013, led to material damages.
The eighth missile targeted sarja town of Jabal Alzawia, in 27/2/2013, led to state of panic and fear among residents, and cause a shake in the eastern section of Jabal Alzawia, and material damages.
The ninth missile targeted Kafar Sajna town, in 9/3/2013, led to material damages with buildings and agricultural land.

The tenth missile targeted Hish town, in 13/3/2013, led to mass damages of buildings.

The eleventh missile targeted Hish town, in 15/3/2013, led to burn two vehicles and material damages of agricultural lands.

The twelfths missile targeted Alhaibit town, in 21/3/2013, fell in agricultural lands and cause material damages.

The thirteen missile targeted Sarmine city, in 23/3/2013, caused big material damages.
The fourteen missile targeted Marat Harma town, in 7/4/2013, fell in agricultural lands and led to material damages.

The fifteen missile targeted Hish town, in 10/4/2013, led to mass damages of buildings.

The sixteen missiles fell on agricultural land between Idlib city and Binich town, in 10/4/2013, led to material damages with crops and surrounding buildings.

The seventeen missiles fell on sides Sarmine city in 15/4/2013, led to severe shake and material damages to some surrounding buildings.

The eighteenth missile fell on sides Ilhsime town in 15/5/2013, led to material damages to some buildings.

The nineteenth missile fell agricultural lands around Taftanaz city in 7/6/2013, led to fire crops in the area between Taftanaz city and Taaom town.
**Third: Deir ez-Zor Governorate**

Fifteen missiles fell on Deir ez-Zor and documented, led to injury mother with her three children, no one killed, led to material damages.

**Details:**
First missile fell in Jdid Bakara area of Deir ez-Zor countryside, in 5/2/2013, led to material damages.
[Video] of incident:

Second missile fell in Mohasan area of Deir ez-Zor countryside, in 16/2/2013, led to material damages.
[Video] of incident:

Third missile targeted Salhia village, in 28/2/2013, fell in empty land, led to material damages.

Fourth missile targeted Moileh village, in 2/3/2013, fell in empty land, led to material damages.

Fifth long-range surface to surface missile targeted Hwika neighborhood, in 2/3/2013, caused material damages.
[Video] of incident.

Sixth Scud missile fell on Shahabat village of the western countryside, in 17/3/2013, led to material damages and big destruction.

Seventh missile targeted workers neighborhood, in 13/3/2013, led to material damages and destruction of few houses.

Eighth long-range surface to surface missile targeted Jabilih neighborhood, in 15/3/2013, led to destruction of many houses and material damages.

Ninth long-range surface to surface missile targeted Kanamat neighborhood near Ghassan Abod square in 8/4/2013, caused huge material damages.

Tenth missile targeted the eastern countryside of Deir ez-Zor in Aladad area east of Khabour river in desert land 13/4/2013, didn’t cause any damage.
Eleventh long-range surface to surface missile fell on Altaiba area of Miadine city in 24/4/2013, led to injure mother with her three children. 
**Video** shows the panic and fear among residents:

Twelfth long-range surface to surface missile shelled old airport neighborhood in 14/5/2013, caused huge destruction and material damages. 
**Video** of incident.

Thirteenth Scud missile shelled surroundings of brigade 113 in 19/5/2013, caused material damages. 
**Video** of incident:

Fourteenth surface to surface missile fell on Hamidya neighborhood in 23/5/2013, led to huge destruction. 

Fifteenth surface to surface missile fell on eastern countryside in agricultural land in Alshahil city, led to material damages. 
**Video** of incident.

The main reason of no causalities that most of the residents of Deir ez-Zor have fled their homes to safer areas due to repeated and heavy shelling and on the city, also some missiles fell in empty lands.

**Five: Damascus countryside**

Seven areas have been targeted in Damascus countryside by eleven long-range surface to surface missiles, led to kill 23 civilians, including 2 children and 8 ladies, and at least 103 injuries.

**Details:**
1: Saturday 30/12/2012. Shelled Daria town with surface to surface missile, led to 7 injuries, no victims documented. 
**Video** shows effect of shelling:

2: Thursday 7/3/2012. Shelled Shaifonia area of eastern Ghota with long-range surface to surface missiles, led to 12 injuries, no victims documented and huge destruction of houses. 
**Video** shows effect of shelling:

3: Thursday 21/3/2012. Shelled Kafar Batna city with surface to surface missile, led to 6 victims, including one girl child and 15 injuries
Video shows transferring bodies:

4: Saturday 31/3/2013. Shelled Yalda town with surface to surface missile, led to 7 injuries, no victims documented. Video shows panic and fear among residents:

5: Saturday 27/4/2013. Shelled Doma city with surface to surface missile, led to 7 victims and at least 16 injuries. Video of shelling. Video describes the effects of shelling.

6: Thursday 28/5/2013. Shelled Doma city with surface to surface missile, led to 9 injuries, mass destruction of buildings, no victim documented. Video shows destruction:

7: Saturday 6/4/2013. Shelled Alabada town with surface to surface missile, led to 3 victims and at least 7 injuries, and totally destroy for two houses. Video shows destruction.

8: Thursday 2/5/2013. Shelled Alabada town with surface to surface missile, led to 5 7 injuries, no victims documented. Video of incident:

9: Wednesday 22/5/2013. Shelled Sabenah camp with surface to surface missile, led to 8 victims all of them women and at least 10 injuries, and material damages to some houses. Video shows effects of shelling:

10: Monday 27/5/2013. Shelled Sabenah camp with surface to surface missile, led to 5 victims and 8 injuries. Video of the incidents: Video shows destruction:

11: Thursday 6/6/2013. Shelled Sabenah camp with surface to surface missile, led to 5 victims including 1 child, and 7 injuries, totally collapse for a building and material damages to others. Videos show destruction.
Six: Hama goevernorat:
Targeted 5 times:
1: Kafar Naboda town of Hama countryside shelled in 12/2/2013, led to mass destruction and more than 13 injuries. 
Video of the incident:

2: Kafar Naboda town of Hama countryside shelled in 19/2/2013, led to big hall almost 5 meters depth and material damages. 
Video of the incident:

3: Kafar Zita town of Hama countryside shelled in 24/2/2013, led to material damages, it fell in agricultural land. 
Video shows the hall and the area:

4: Morak town of the north countryside of Hama, shelled in 25/2/2013, at least 3 victims of residents killed, more than 22 injuries, and led to mass destruction. 
Video of the incident.

5: missile fell in the center of Kafar Naboda town of Hama countryside in 20/3/2013, caused at least 8 injuries, and mass destruction of buildings. 
Video shows destruction:

Seven: Homs Governorate:
In the recent military campaign on Qusayr city waged by terrorist Hezbollah militia and Government’s troops in 18/5/2013. They targeted the city with many surface to surface missiles; we are unable to know the numbers and the damages, although the military campaign led to hundreds of victims and thousands of injuries.

Now the old city of Homs also is targeted by missiles, within Barbarian campaign by government forces and Lebanese Hezbollah militia, we are unable to count them.
Legal conclusions:
We can deduce for no doubt the systematic and widespread of Syrian Government in killing and targeting civilians and thus committing crimes against humanity, according to article VII of Rome Statue.

All the crimes have been committed in non-international armed conflicts according to article VIII of Rome Statue.

Syrian Government through intending attack against civilians and through random and widespread attacks violated many rules of International Human Rights Law.

Also committed war crime in destruction civilian objects, and targeting them systematically and widespread violating the following rules of customary IHL

Rule 7. The parties to the conflict must at all times distinguish between civilian objects and military objectives. Attacks may only be directed against military objectives. Attacks must not be directed against civilian objects.

Rule 9. Civilian objects are all objects that are not military objectives.
Rule 10. Civilian objects are protected against attack, unless and for such time as they are military objectives.

Recommendations:
Syrian Government:
• Immediate stop of all human rights violations
• Respect its international obligations of Protection Civilian in Time of War, and respect the rules of international humanitarian law and international law of human rights

Human Rights Council:
• Pay more and serious attentions of using missiles cases which considered as the worst type of crimes at all
• Demand the Security Council and the concerned international institutions to hold their responsibilities in this serious matter
• Pressure on the Syrian Government Troops to stop using missiles
• Hold alias and supporters of the Syrian Government Troops: Russia, Iran and China, the moral and responsibilities for the Syrian Government Troops excesses in this regard
Security Council:
- Decision to refer all the criminals and the involved to ICC
- Warn the Syrian Government Troops of the repercussions of using missiles on the stability of civil peace and coexistence between the people of the same society
- Insert national army, Shabiha militia, and Lebanese Hezbollah party on the list of international terrorism.
- SNHR indicates that Syrian Regime has at least 800 ballistic missiles, including 200 Scud missiles, and modified some of them to have huge devastating impact, in additional to the possibility to load them with chemical and biological warheads. And thus destroy and erase entire neighborhoods and villages of the map with all their residents of children, women and men, hence based on this expanded and detailed report we call on and demand the international community represented in the Security Council to do his legal and ethical duties in maintaining security and civil peace.

Arab League:
- Demand Human Right Council and United Nations to give this serious issue the right attention and follow up
- Political and diplomatic pressure on the Syrian Government Troops’ main allies - Russia, Iran and China - to prevent them from continuous providing cover and international and political protection for all the crimes committed against the Syrian people and hold them moral and physical responsibility for all the excesses of the Syrian Government Troops
- Serious attention of this case and give it high priority, and try to take care of victims’ families

Transitional Syrian Government Troops:
- Media and Political deserved attention of this case, and continuously raised in Syrian Friends Conferences
- Demand Human Right Council and United Nations to give this serious issue the right attention and follow up
- Form specialized committee to follow up the conditions of victims’ families and care of them financially and morally

International Commission of Inquiry:
The International Commission of Inquiry to describe the facts as I got completely and give adapt the legal duty of the violations carried out by the Syrian government toward the Syrian people and to increase the members of the Committee specialists affairs Syrian commensurate with the size of the violations basis and take reports of Syrian human rights organizations that have members of specialists by on Syrian territory into account.

The beginning of international humanitarian law’s application does not replace instead of the existing obligations of international human rights law, and both bodies remain in force effect and generally considered complementary and mutually reinforcing. The gross violations of any of the above legal body subjected perpetrators of criminal accountability at the international level. The courts in any country can use the principle of universal jurisdiction to decide in such cases. We hold the general commander of the armed forces and all those involved in all brigades and military units in shelling and killing civilians direct responsibility for the killings and destruction against the Syrian people as direct officials must be held accountable and should not allow them impunity and must be pursued all around the world.